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Grammar 
 

1-He bought (his – him - himself – herself) a new tablet.  

2- I saw (myself – me – mine – my) in the mirror. 

3- I went to the doctor (because – so – neither - to) I was sick.  

4- It was very hot, (because – so – neither – to) I opened the window. 

5- You (must – mustn't – shouldn't – can) obey & respect your parents   .  

  6 – You (must – mustn't – have to – should) drive without a license.   

7- Smoking is bad habit. You (must – mustn't – shouldn't – should) stop smoking.  

8- Abdullah doesn't drive (care - careful – carefuly – carefully) . 

9-The bank is (on – near – next to – between) the hotel and restaurant.  

10- Where is the pharmacy? (Go – Turn – Take – Cross) straight ahead on this street.  

11-How can I get to the post office? (Go – Turn – Take – Cross) left into King Fahd Street.  

12- I am happy (so do I – so am I – so have I – so can I ) . 
 

 

)pronounreflexive using  Complete(                                  party.for the  …………………………… She prepared -1 

                  .  )soor because using  Join(                                           coat.I wear my  cold.I felt  -2 
   

      …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……….  
 

          
 

    )soor because using  (Join                                   bus.he She missed t late.Sara was  -3 

      ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……    

)so orbecause  (Use     .I can't buy a new mobile ………………………………… I don't have enough money-4 

  . )becauseusing  (Rewrite                                         umbrella.so I took an  raining,It was  -5 

      ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……    
 

   

 mustn't) ormust with  Complete(     careful.be  …………………… driving, youuse your phone while  …………………You  -6 

)shouldn't or should with Complete(            studying.…………………………….be be playing now, you  ….You ………………… -7   
 

)responseagreement  suitable (Write      ………………………………………………..         night.last  watched the movieI  -8 

response)suitable agreement  (Write          ………………………………………………                      pizza.I don't like  -9 
 

.…………………………………….        .themselvesWe painted the house  -1 

 ……………………………………..               class. be late for mustYou -2 

                      ……………………………………..                      written. goodThis essay is  -3                                   
 

 
 

 

 
 

Vocabulary 
 

 

1- ankle – eye – finger   - itself                                       2- cut  – next to  -  burn –  break  
 

  ( burned - equipment - cut – helmet )  
1- Sarah……………………………her finger while she was peeling potatoes.  

2- Luckily, he was wearing a ……………………………  when he had an accident on his bike.  

3- I ………………………………………… my hand when I was making fries.     

                                                                
 

 
  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         (poke – break)       ( turn right – go up)    ( burn – sprain )      ( between – next to)     ( cut – fracture)   

1 recover (    )  unable to move out 

2 challenge (    ) not totally sure  

3  guess (    ) fight against 

4 stuck in (    ) get better  

1 unusual (     )  Concentrate - focus 

2 distracted (     ) conscious 

3 unconscious (     ) usual 

4 misjudge (     ) judge well 

her self

so

so

because 

I took an umbrella because it was raining.

So, did I 

Neither ,do I

ourselves 

mustn’t 

well

cut

helmet

burned



 

 

 

 

     
 

 

 
 

 

 
    

Grammar 
 

1-You should ( try – tries -  tried –  trying ) to lose weight.  

2- ( Could – Ought to – Might – Had better ) you give me some advices to improve my English ?   

3- He ( may – might  – could – had better ) study harder if he wants to pass the exam. 

4 – My homework is so difficult so I ( put off  – give up – throw away – turn down )  .   

5- She  ( puts up  – gives up – takes up – turns down ) running to lose some weights  .  

6- How ( many - much – long – often  ) money have you got ? 

7-How ( many - much – long – often  ) cars in the gallery ?  

8- We have  ( many – a few – any  – much ) chairs here . We need more.  

9- He put ( many – few – a little – much ) sugar in his coffee .  

10-He has ( much – a little  – a lot of – any ) friends .Everybody loves him . 

11- What do you do ( when – where – who – why) you have a cold?   
 

 

 ) ought tousing  Complete (             …… .………………………………………………………………she  exam tomorrow, so an She has -1 

)had better usingRewrite (                                                       .You should take a math course -2 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

               ) shouldn'tor should using  eadvicGive (                .our friend to lose weightthink it’s a good idea for y You -3 
   

      …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……….  
 

          

 

    ) had betterusing a sentence  Write(                                  .home t’s getting late. It’s time you wentI -4 

      ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…… 
    

) word verb -two with Substitute (                                …………… eating sweets .…………………… stop)( He should -5 

   ) word verb -twowith  Substitute (  your homework to the last minute .       ………………………postpone)  (Don't  -6 

) quantity expression with Complete (          .                                 time on the gym  …………………….. don't spendI  -7 

 ) quantity expression with Complete(                                  ? books do you read How…………………………… -8 

 ) underlined word theCorrect (                                       …………………………  friends .of  muchI have -9 
 

) a little or a few withComplete (.                                            alone  minutes …………………………… She needs  -10 

) Ask question(                                               countries. (3)I have visited  -11 

      …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………     
       

                              
 

 
 

Vocabulary 
 

 

1- sore throat – flu  – happy  - cough                          2-  bored  -  glad  -  nervous  - toothache  
 

  ( keep fit - habit - avoid – advice )  
1- Nora asked her friend ……………………………to lose weight.  

2- To keep their weight down, young people simply …………………………… junk food.  

3- I try to……………………………………………  by going to the gym.  

 
   

   angry - afraid – strong - relaxed – sad - happy  
 

Positive + Negative - 

  

                                                                
 

 
  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

         ( headache – flu )   ( cough – stomach )    ( tired – relax )  ( healthy food – junk food )   ( vitamin – sweets)   

1 junk food (    ) feeling depressed  

2 Anorexia (    ) being in good health 

3 Keeping fit (    ) Fast food 

4 feeling down  (    ) Loss of  appetite 

1 gain weight  (     )  Confront - face 

2 illegal  (     ) unhealthy 

3 healthy (     ) legal 

4 avoid (     ) lose weight  
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Grammar 
 

1- I apologize for ( arrive –  arriving  – arrives – arrived ) late .   

  2- Our teacher insists (  on - in - of - to ) speaking to us only in English . 

3- There were so ( much – little  – many - such ) cars that we couldn't find a place to park.  

  4- There ( is - are – was - were)  six books on the armchair.   

5- Ali went to school today ( in spite of  - so that  - as soon as - when ) being sick .  

6 – I’ll call you when I ( arrive – arrives – arrived – arriving ).    

7- I used to ( watching – watches – watched – watch ) Disney cartoon when I was a child. 

8- We ( used to – didn't used to – would – use to ) have a big car.  

9- I read ( a – an – the – no article ) Holy Qur’an .  

10- There are a lot of  ( company – companys – companyes - companies ) here . . 
 

 

              l stop taking them nexttaking classes at night. He’l…………………….. ( about )He is tired  -1 

  the rain. ……………………………………… )although (We had great time  -2 
                  

.………………………………walk to school )  used to( I didn’t  -3 

4-There ( are) …………………… a phone message for you  ..  

5- I ( would ) ……………………………… have a long hair . 

7- The ( child ) ………………………………………….run to the park . 
   

                                  )   Join using although  (                                                    . he studied hard / he failed  -1

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………         
          

 ) questionAsk a  (                        They used to play football every weekend. -2 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
 

) if possiblewould using  Rewrite (                                      used to have a mustache He -3 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
 

 
g 

 
 

 

Vocabulary 
 

 

1- Stories – families  - cities  -  men                                   2-  tooth – card -  mouse  –  child 
 

 

  ( drum   - smoke -  stone age – email )  
1- I will send you an  ………………………………………… as soon as I hear from him .  

2- People have shown a need to communicate with one another since  ……………………………  

3- In the past, native people in the Americas used ……………………………  from fires to transmit messages. 
 

 

 

      man – card – wife – fish  – city - foot   
 

Regular Nouns Irregular Nouns 

 
 

 
 

 

 

                                                          
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 (telegraph  – telephone)       ( email -letter)      ( signal tower  – smoke )    ( apologize – import )     ( tone – drum)   

1 Look forward to (     )  be on a trip 

2 urgent (     ) be honest and frank 

3 Be on the road (     ) very important 

4 be straight            (     ) be excited about 

1 import (     )  disadvantage 

2 advantage (     ) export 

3 ancient (     ) non-native 

4 native (     ) modern 
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Grammar 
 

 Choose the correct form in brackets  

1- If I ( win – wins - won – winning ) a million dollars , I  would  buy a new car  .   

  2- They (  stay  - will stay - staying – would stay ) longer if they had more time  . 

3- I wish I ( has – had - having - have ) more time .  

  4- If we ( are – were – was -  is ) free, we would  go with you  

5– There  are  ( some – any – much – little ) apples on the fridge.    

6- Is there ( some – any – no – much ) cheese on the fridge? 

7- I have ( some – any  – no – much ) friends . I feel lonely  . 
 

 

 

-:  Correct the errors in the following sentences 

             .  universityto enter the  able be …………………….. ) will(  she,  If she passed the exam  -1 

  .milk in the fridge  ……………………………………… )some ( There isn't -2 
                  

 ……………………………coffee ?…)  any( Would you like  -3 

4-I  have  ( a rice ) …………………… on my lunch  ..  

5- I put three ( sugars ) ……………………………… on my tea . . 

7- I wish I ( was ) ………………………….a billionaire  
   

-:  Do as shown between brackets   

 ( Complete)                     him. ) ( call. ……………………………If I had his number, I   -1
          

 ) could ormight  Answer using (                            What would you do if you had more time? -2 

If I had more time ,………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

) wish the Complete (                                              " The traffic is so bad " -3 

Khaled wishes……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
  

 
 
g 

 
 

 

Vocabulary 
 

 

 Circle the odd words : 

1- milk – rice  - sugar  -  apple                                 2-  small – medium -  gold  –  large 
 

 

 Fill  in the spaces with suitable word :  ( guy   - desert island -  money – expensive )  
1- I read about this  ………………… who won a million dollar prize on TV game show.  

2- I like clothes that aren't too  …………………………… and that are comfortable. 

3- I spend my  ……………………………  mostly on video games and electronic stuff. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Classify the items into  the correct category :   egg – water – butter – orange  – cat - oil   
 

Countable Nouns Uncountable Nouns 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Match the words with the meanings:                                                          Match the words with their opposites:  
 
 

 

 

 

m Underline the correct word for each  picture:    
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 ( prize – empire )     ( game boy –cell phone)   ( quiz show – charity)    ( universe – desert island )    ( wish – split)   

1 poverty (     )  award 

2 E.T. (     ) Remote , tropical island 

3 prize (     ) Space being 

4 Desert island (     ) poor 

1 blessing (     )  national 

2 winner (     ) wealth 

3 poverty (     ) loser 

4 international (     ) problem 
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Revision Mega Goal 1.2 
2.1مراجعة ميغا قول   

 
 
 

 
 إعداد وتنظيم الأستاذ : بدر الشهري

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 



Unit 1: Did You Hurt Yourself? 
 

Vocabulary  

Choose the best answer to fill in the blank in each question . 

 

1 .You should always wear your _____ while driving. 

A. knee pads 

B. seat belt 

C. helmet 

D. cell phone 
 

2 .To _____ injury, always wear safety equipment 

A. obey 

B. help 

C. keep 

D. avoid 
 

3 .Skateboarders wear _____ so they don’t hurt themselves. 

A. seat belts 

B. skateboards 

C. helmets 

D. safety 
 

4 _____ .drivers don’t pay attention to the road. 

A. Distracted 

B. Fatigue 

C. Bad weather 

D. Safe 
 

5 .Drowsy is another word for  ._____  

A. aggressive 

B. sleepy 

C. distracted 

D. tailgating 
 

6 .You should always _____ the speed limit while driving. 

A. obey 

B. avoid 

C. injure 

D. adjust 



Grammar : Form , meaning , and function  

Choose the best answer to fill in the blank in each question . 

 

1. He is a very good learner_____ . 

A. So I am. 

B. So he does. 

C. So am I. 

D. So he is. 
 

2. I never drive over the speed limit_____ . 

A. So do I. 

B. So I do. 

C. Neither do I. 

D. Neither I do. 
 

3. Yesterday, he fell off his bike and hurt  ._____  

A. myself 

B. ourselves 

C. himself 

D. yourself 
 

4. She cut _____ while she was using the knife. 

A. yourself 

B. herself 

C. myself 

D. himself 
 

5. I have never fallen down those stairs. 

A. Neither I have. 

B. Neither have I. 

C. So have I. 

D. So I have. 

 

Match the following sentence parts. 
 

1. Jasem was very tired B    A. because she had a doctor’s appointment. 

2. Garry wants to be in good shape D  B. so he fell asleep during the meeting. 

3. Sabah left home early A   C. so he got fired. 

4. Alan didn’t go to work today C  D. so he exercises every day. 

 

 



Choose the best answer to fill in the blank in each question. 

 

1. What you are doing is very ______. You must stop immediately. 

A. dangerously 

B. well 

C. hardly 

D. dangerous 

 

2. I live _____ the school next to the bookstore. 

A. across from 

B. between 

C. on 

D. at 

 

Reading  

Read the text and answer the questions. Choose the best answer to 

each question . 

 

Lightning! 
 

At this moment there are about 1800 thunderstorms happening somewhere 

on Earth. Although the chance of being struck by lightning is about 1 in 

700,000, lightning is a very dangerous weather condition. Every year in the 

United States, about 73 people are struck and killed by lightning, and 

about 300 more people are injured by lightning. Following a few simple 

safety rules can help to keep you safe from injury or death during a storm. 
 

1 .As soon as you can hear thunder during a storm, you are within 10 miles 

of lightning and in danger of being struck. Find shelter immediately. Try to 

go inside a building. Avoid open fields. 

2 .Do not stand under tall objects like trees or towers. The tallest object 

in an area is the most likely to be hit by lightning. 

3 .Avoid taking a shower or bath during a lightning storm. Stay away from 

electrical appliances, and don’t use phones or computers. 

4 .Wait 30 minutes before going back outside after a storm. 

 

 

 

 

 



1. What are the chances of being struck by lightning? 

A. 300 

B. 1 in 700,000 

C. 73 

D. 300 in 700,000 

 

2. What should you do when you hear thunder? 

A. find shelter 

B. go outside 

C. call for help 

D. take a bath 

 

3. Which is a lightning safety rule? 

A. Take a bath. 

B. Use your computer. 

C. Do not stand under a tree. 

D. Do not go inside. 

 

Choose the best way to paraphrase each sentence. 

 

1. Wait 30 minutes before going back outside after a storm. 

A. When you hear thunder, go inside for 30 minutes. 

B. After a storm is over, do not go outside for 30 minutes. 

C. Lightning is dangerous 30 minutes before you hear thunder. 

D. Storms usually last for 30 minutes. 

 

2. The tallest object in an area is the most likely to be hit by lightning. 

A. Lightning will strike the tallest thing in an area. 

B. Tall mountains are struck by lightning all the time. 

C. If you are tall, you are more likely to be hit by lightning. 

D. It is better to be short than tall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Unit 2: Take My Advice 
 

Vocabulary  

Complete each sentence with a phrase/ expression from the box. 

 

turn down get along with give up put off 

put up with take up throw away  

 

1 .I am always glad to see Hameed. We get along with each other so well. 

 

2 .Our teacher does not put up with talking during class. 

 

3 .After the interview Alex decided to turn down the job offer. He didn’t like 

the idea of working long hours and being on the road seven days a week. 

 

4 .If you really want to get in shape, you should take up tennis. 

 

5 .I hate to give up art class, but I just don’t have time to go anymore. 

 

6 .Don’t put off cleaning your car. It will just get messier! 

 

7 .Some people never throw away anything. They keep things they don’t use 

anymore. 

 

Grammar : Form , meaning , and function  

Choose the best answer to fill in the blank in each question . 

 

1. It is freezing outside! You _______________ wear a warmer coat. 

A. had better 

B. better had 

C. might 

D. could 

 

2. Sara is waiting for you. You _______________ go meet her. 

A. might 

B. should 

C. could 

D. may 

 



3. It doesn’t matter which car you buy. You _______________ buy the 

blue one or the red one. 

A. had better 

B. ought to 

C. could 

D. should 

 

4. If that company offers me a job, I had better not _____ 

A. turn down 

B. them turn down 

C. turn down them 

D. turn them down 

 

5. He feels much more relaxed since he _______________ yoga. 

A. took up it 

B. took it up 

C. took up 

D. take up 

 

6. If you can’t _______________ each other, you shouldn’t work together. 

A. get along with 

B. get them along with 

C. get along 

D. get along to 

 

7. I didn’t wear those shoes anymore so I  ._______________  

A. threw away it 

B. threw it away 

C. threw away them 

D. threw them away 

 

Choose the best answer to fill in the blank . 

 

1. _____ sugar do you eat? 

A. How many 

B. How 

C. Much 

D. How much 

 



2. ______ when you have a toothache? 

A. What do you do 

B. How do you do 

C. What do you feel 

D. How do you 

 

Reading  

Read the text and answer the questions. Write T or F at the end of 

each statement . 

 

Job Stress 

 

In recent years, job stress has become a growing problem. In the U.S., 

three out of every four people say that their job is stressful. And the 

United Nations' International Labor Organization has said that work stress 

has become a global issue. What has caused work to become so stressful in 

the last 20 years? One reason that jobs have become more stressful is 

technology. Computer technology is changing quickly. This means that people 

constantly have to learn new ways to do their work. Another reason that 

jobs have become more stressful is that people work more now than they 

did in the past. They take fewer vacations and work more hours per week. 

Stress is bad for your health. It can cause physical problems, like a heart 

attack, or mental problems, like depression. So, what can you do to avoid 

job stress? You should talk to your boss when you feel that you have too 

much work to handle. And, you should make sure that you have enough time 

in your schedule for relaxing, fun activities that are not related to work. 

 

 

1. Job stress is only a problem in the United States.    ( F ) 

2. Changing technology is a cause of job stress.     ( T ) 

3. Depression is a cause of job stress.       ( F ) 

4. Jobs are more stressful now than they were in the past.   ( T ) 

5. The writer thinks that you should quit your job if you feel stressed ( F )  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Unit 3: You've Got Mail  
Vocabulary  

Choose the best answer to each question. 

 

1 .What do you say to someone who just graduated from college? 

A. Sincerely. 

B. I apologize. 

C. Congratulations! 

D. Thank you. 

 

2 .What do you say to a friend when you forget his or her graduation? 

A. You’re welcome. 

B. Congratulations! 

C. Best regards. 

D. I apologize. 

 

3 .When someone is on the road, he or she is  .________  

A. traveling for business 

B. taking a walk 

C. waiting for a bus 

D. working at home 

 

4 .When a phone call is urgent, it is  .________  

A. very important 

B. not necessary 

C. related to work 

D. exciting 

 

5 .To import means to.________  

A. sell something internationally 

B. bring something in from another country 

C. make something at home 

D. buy something expensive 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Grammar : Form , meaning , and function  

Complete each sentence with a preposition from the box. 

 

  

1. After studying for weeks, she succeeded in passing the exam. 

2. He is tired of taking classes at night. He’ll stop taking them next semester. 

3. Are you looking forward to visiting your relatives next week? 

4. Our teacher insists on speaking to us only in English. 

5. He should apologize for arriving late. 

6. We have decided against going to the beach. It is not warm enough. 

 

Choose the best answer to complete each sentence . 

 

1. We had fun at the beach ________ the cold weather. 

A. although 

B. in spite of 

C. even though 

D. because 

 

2. _______ I was sick, I still went to school. 

A. Even though 

B. Because 

C. In spite of 

D. But 

 

3. ________ I like ice cream, I am too full to eat any. 

A. Because 

B. In spite of 

C. Even 

D. Although 

 

Choose the best answer to fill in the blank in each question. 

 

1. My great grandmother______  use microwave ovens. The first 

microwave wasn’t invented until the 1940s. 

A. used to 

B. didn’t use 

C. didn’t use to 

D. would 



2. When I was young, I _______ a lot of energy. I was always outside 

playing or riding my bike. 

A. would have 

B. used to have 

C. use to have 

D. didn’t use to have 

 

Reading  

Read the text. Choose the best answer to each question . 

 

Hi Olivia , 

How do you like spending the summer in Florida? Are you used to the hot 

weather now ? 

I am enjoying my vacation at my aunt’s house in Washington. But I am still 

not used to all the rain. It rains so much that I have to bring my umbrella 

with me everywhere! It is a bit inconvenient but I don’t mind. The ocean 

here is beautiful to look at, but it is so cold. In spite of the weather, I 

am taking advantage of being on vacation and spending a lot of time 

relaxing . 

 

I’m looking forward to seeing you soon! I’ll call you as soon as I get home . 

Mari 

 

1. In the letter, I’m looking forward to seeing you soon means __ 

A. Mari and Olivia won’t see each other for a long time 

B. Mari doesn’t want to see Olivia soon 

C. Mari won’t see Olivia for a long time 

D. Mari wants to see Olivia soon 

 

2. In the letter, I am taking advantage of being on vacation means ____  

A. Mari is not having a good vacation 

B. Mari is benefiting from the vacation 

C. Mari is wasting her vacation 

D. Mari is waiting for her vacation to end 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Which sentence shows a result? 

A. I am enjoying my vacation. 

B. I’m looking forward to seeing you soon! 

C. It is so cold that people never go out. 

D. Are you used to the hot weather now? 

 

4. In the letter, It rains so much that I have to bring my umbrella with 

me everywhere means ______  

A. It rains a lot 

B. It doesn’t rain often 

C. Mari likes her umbrella 

D. It rains sometimes 

 

5. I’ll call you as soon as I get home means Mari will call Olivia _____ 

A. before she leaves Washington 

B. a few days after she arrives home 

C. the moment she arrives home 

D. when Olivia gets home 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Unit 4: Wishful Thinking  
 

Vocabulary  

Complete each sentence with a word or phrase from the box. 

keep in touch prize close encounter 

desert island year round have a ball 

 

1 .I wish we would win the first prize so we would have a lot of money. 

2 .I would bring lots of books to a desert island 

3 .I would not want to have a close encounter with an extraterrestrial. 

4 .If we could take a trip around the world together, we would have a ball 

5 .I hope we can keep in touch while you’re studying abroad. 

6 .I wouldn’t want to live in a cold country year round 

 

Grammar : Form , meaning , and function  

 

Match the following sentence parts. 

 

1. If I won the big prize E    A. I wouldn’t have to take the bus.  

2. If I had a car A      B. I might visit France. 

3. If I saw a falling star D    C. I’d be an astronaut. 

4. If I could go anywhere in the world B  D. I’d make a wish. 

5. If I could be anything I wanted C  E. I would give some money to charity. 

 

Read the questions and fill in each blank  . 

 

1. Sam: I want to buy a car. 

Sam wishes he could but a car 

 

2. Jeff: I want to sleep late tomorrow. 

Jeff wishes he could sleep late tomorrow  

 

3. Ben: I want to have a big house. 

Ben wishes he had a big house  

 

 

 

 

 



Choose the best answer to fill in the blank in each question. 

 

1. _______ much to do in the town where you live? 

A. Is there B. There is   C. Are there D. There are 

 

2. No not really. There are some sport centers but __________ nowhere 

to ride my bike. 

A. there isn’t B. there aren’t  C. there is  D. there are 

 

Reading  

Read the text and answer the questions. Write T or F at the end of 

each statement . 

 

The Make-A-Wish Foundation 

 

One of the world’s most well-known charities is the Make-A-Wish 

Foundation. This charity grants wishes to children who are very sick. The 

Make-A-Wish Foundation granted its first wish in 1980 to a seven-year-

old boy named Christopher, who was sick with cancer. Christopher wanted 

to be a police officer. The charity made Christopher’s wish come true. He 

was given a uniform and badge and a helicopter ride. This made the young 

boy very happy. Since then, the Make-A-Wish Foundation has granted over 

240,000 wishes to children all over the world. Some children wish to meet 

famous people, to go to exciting places, and to learn new things. The 

following are some examples of wishes that children have made. 

“I wish to be James Bond”. 

“I wish to learn to take care of a horse”. 

“I wish to swim with a dolphin”. 

“I wish to go to the mountains. 

The Make-A-Wish Foundation tries hard to make all of the wishes come 

true. 

 

1. The Make-A-Wish Foundation grants wishes to people of all ages  ( F ) 

2. The Make-A-Wish Foundation is only in the United States   ( F ) 

3. The first wish was a boy who wished to be a police officer  ( T ) 

4. The Make-A-Wish Foundation has granted wishes for over 30 years  ( T ) 

5. Some children wish to take trips       ( T ) 

 

Best Wishes 


